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Abstract: This paper investigates the issues and countermeasures of high-quality talent cultivation in western universities under the backdrop of digitization. Firstly, it clarifies the meaning and value of high-quality talent cultivation in western universities in the digital era, emphasizing the importance of modernizing mechanisms. Secondly, it analyzes the significance of mechanism innovation in promoting modern digital education, accelerating the digital transformation of universities, promoting balanced development of higher education, and enhancing education governance and service capabilities. Finally, it proposes countermeasures including establishing a three-dimensional talent cultivation model integrating university-enterprise cooperation deeply, advancing the digital transformation of faculty, constructing a spiral progressive structure of student competence, and building a diversified digital evaluation system. By implementing these countermeasures, it can more effectively cultivate high-quality talents that meet societal demands, thus promoting the improvement of educational quality and talent cultivation level in western universities.

1. Introduction

Driven by the wave of digitization, higher education is undergoing unprecedented transformations. For western universities, achieving high-quality talent cultivation in this era not only concerns the enhancement of regional educational quality but also directly relates to the implementation of national talent cultivation strategies. However, influenced by multiple factors such as history, geography, and economy, western universities still face numerous challenges in talent cultivation. To address these challenges, western universities need to analyze the inherent laws of talent cultivation under the digital background and innovate talent cultivation mechanisms. Through measures such as deep collaboration between industry, academia, and research, the digital transformation of the faculty, the establishment of a progressive student competency cultivation system, and the construction of a diversified digital evaluation system, western universities can more effectively cultivate high-quality talents that meet societal demands, thus promoting the
improvement of regional higher education quality and the sustainable development of the economy.

2. Meaning of High-Quality Talent Cultivation in Western Universities under the Digital Background

The meaning of high-quality talent cultivation in western universities under the digital background refers to actively adapting to the digital trend in an era of rapid information technology development. Through modernized cultivation mechanisms, western universities strive to cultivate highly skilled, innovative, and digitally adaptable talents. This entails students mastering solid theoretical knowledge in their respective fields while also possessing practical skills and problem-solving abilities, particularly in the realm of digital technology applications. This not only concerns the individual career development and competitiveness of students but also significantly impacts the economic and social development of the entire western region and the nation.

2.1 Value of High-Quality Talent Cultivation in Western Universities under the Digital Background

Under the digital background, the value of high-quality talent cultivation in western universities is particularly prominent and significant. It is not only about enhancing individual skills and career development but also about the long-term economic and social development of the entire western region and the nation. Therefore, western universities should focus on cultivating comprehensive talents with innovative capabilities, interdisciplinary integration abilities, social responsibility, and contributions to regional development. By strengthening the cultivation of innovative capabilities, encouraging students to explore and innovate, they can adapt to the rapidly changing technological environment and address complex challenges. Additionally, promoting interdisciplinary learning and integration equips students with comprehensive knowledge backgrounds and skills to meet the diverse demands of future society[1]. Furthermore, emphasis should be placed on cultivating students' sense of social responsibility and mission, making them aware of the impact of their actions and decisions on social and regional development, and actively contributing to societal progress and development. Ultimately, western universities should closely align with the actual needs of regional development, cultivating professional talents that are in demand and contributing to the sustained development of the regional economy and social progress. Such high-quality talent cultivation objectives not only contribute to enhancing the educational quality and reputation of western universities but also promote the sustainable development and prosperity of the entire western region and the nation.

2.2 Modernization of High-Quality Talent Cultivation Mechanism in Western Universities under the Background of Digitization

The key to achieving this goal lies in the modernization of the high-quality talent cultivation mechanism in western universities, involving the updating of teaching content and methods. It requires universities to introduce the latest digital technologies and knowledge, utilizing digital tools and platforms to enhance teaching effectiveness and learning experiences. Additionally, optimizing the allocation of educational resources is crucial, including the rational allocation of faculty, teaching facilities, research platforms, etc., to ensure that students can access high-quality educational resources and cultivation opportunities. Furthermore, innovating talent cultivation modes is the core of modernization; universities need to break traditional models and adopt more flexible and diversified approaches to cultivate students' innovative and practical abilities. Finally, improving evaluation and feedback mechanisms is an important guarantee for achieving
high-quality talent cultivation. Through regular assessment and timely adjustments, ensure that cultivation programs closely align with industry and societal demands. Through these measures, western universities can achieve modernization of the high-quality talent cultivation mechanism under the backdrop of digitization, cultivating high-quality talents that meet the demands of the digital society and providing strong talent support and intellectual support for the economic and social development of the western region. This not only helps improve the educational quality and reputation of western universities but also promotes sustainable development and prosperity of the entire western region and the country[2].

3. Significance of Innovation in High-Quality Talent Cultivation Mechanism in Western Universities under the Background of Digitization

3.1 Political Leadership Promotes the Process of Ideological and Legal Modernization in Modern Digital Education

From the perspective of political leadership, innovation in the talent cultivation mechanism of western universities plays an important guiding role in promoting the modernization process of the entire western region and even the country. By cultivating talents with high professional competence and innovative abilities, solid intellectual support and talent guarantee can be provided for the economic and social development of the western region, thereby promoting the modernization process of the entire country.

In terms of modern digital education, mechanism innovation means that western universities need to continuously adapt to the development of digital technology, deeply integrate digital technology into education and teaching, and promote innovation and transformation of educational models. This not only helps improve the quality and efficiency of education and teaching but also cultivates new talents with digital thinking and skills, providing strong talent support for the digital transformation of the western region[3].

The process of ideological and legal modernization is one of the important directions for the development of higher education. In the background of digitization, innovation in the high-quality talent cultivation mechanism of western universities needs to focus on cultivating students' ideological and political qualities and legal awareness, guiding them to establish correct worldviews, outlooks on life, and values, and enhancing their sense of social responsibility and mission. This not only helps cultivate outstanding talents with high professional competence and moral qualities but also promotes the process of ideological and legal modernization of the entire society, providing solid support for the harmony, stability, and sustainable development of the western region.

3.2 Innovative Empowerment Accelerates the Digital Transformation of Western Universities

Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms are the core driving force behind digital transformation. Traditional educational models are often constrained by factors such as time, space, and resources, whereas the introduction and application of digital technology break these limitations, bringing infinite possibilities to education. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can more flexibly and efficiently utilize digital resources, achieving personalized, precise, and intelligent education and teaching, thereby enhancing educational quality and efficiency. Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms contribute to cultivating talents that meet the demands of the digital era. In the digital background, there has been a significant shift in society's demand for talents, with individuals possessing digital thinking and skills becoming highly sought after in the market. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can place more emphasis on cultivating students' digital literacy and practical abilities, helping them better adapt to
the demands of the digital age and enhancing their competitiveness and future career development prospects.

Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms help enhance the competitiveness and influence of western universities. With the continuous development of digital technology, competition in the field of higher education is becoming increasingly fierce. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can stand out in this intense competition, attracting more high-quality students and social resources, thereby enhancing the overall competitiveness and influence of the institution. Additionally, this also contributes to the development of higher education in the western region, raising the educational standards and competitiveness of the entire region. Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms help accelerate the pace of digital transformation in western universities. Digital transformation is a comprehensive and systematic process involving all aspects of education and teaching. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can further advance digital transformation, achieving comprehensive upgrades and reforms in education and teaching. This not only helps improve the educational quality and efficiency of the institution but also promotes the digital transformation process of higher education in the entire western region, laying a solid foundation for future educational development.

3.3 Resource Integration Promotes the Trend of Balanced Development in Western Higher Education

Resource integration contributes to optimizing the allocation of resources in western higher education. In the context of digitization, resource sharing and collaborative development among universities become feasible. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can more effectively integrate and optimize educational resources, including faculty, teaching facilities, research platforms, etc., breaking down regional and intercollegiate barriers to achieve resource sharing and complementary advantages. This helps enhance the overall level and competitiveness of western higher education, narrowing the gap with the eastern region. Resource integration helps promote balanced development in western higher education. The vast expanse of the western region results in differences in educational development levels among different regions and universities. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, cooperation and exchange among universities can be promoted to achieve the balanced distribution and sharing of educational resources. This helps improve the overall quality of higher education in the western region, promote balanced development among different regions and universities, and narrow the educational gap between regions.

Resource integration helps enhance the social service capabilities of western higher education. As important institutions for talent cultivation and social service, universities need to closely align with the needs of regional economic and social development. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can gain a deeper understanding of the needs of regional economic and social development, integrate and optimize educational resources, and provide more practical and targeted educational services. This helps enhance the social service capabilities of western universities, promote deep integration and development between universities and regional economies and societies. Resource integration helps drive the internationalization of western higher education. In the context of digitization, international exchanges and cooperation among universities become more convenient and efficient. Through innovative talent cultivation mechanisms, western universities can more actively participate in international exchanges and cooperation, introduce high-quality educational resources, and expand international development space. This helps enhance the internationalization level of western higher education, promote the alignment of western universities with the international community, and cultivate high-quality
talents with international perspectives and competitiveness.

### 3.4 Service Optimization Enhances the Level of Educational Governance and Service Capability in Western Universities

Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms contribute to enhancing the precision and efficiency of educational governance. Through the application of digital technology, universities can more accurately collect and analyze educational data, understand students' learning situations and needs, and provide scientific basis for educational governance. Additionally, digital technology can simplify management processes, improve efficiency, and make educational governance more efficient and convenient. Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms help optimize the educational service experience. In the digital background, universities can provide more personalized and diversified educational services to students through online education platforms, intelligent teaching systems, etc. These innovative measures help students learn and develop better, enhancing their learning experience and satisfaction.

Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms promote educational equity. The application of digital technology can break geographical and resource limitations, allowing more students to access high-quality educational resources. Through online education and other means, students in the western region can access more external excellent educational resources, narrowing the educational gap with developed regions and promoting educational equity. Innovative talent cultivation mechanisms help enhance the social service capabilities of western universities. By optimizing educational governance and service capabilities, western universities can better meet the needs of regional economic and social development, providing strong talent support and intellectual guarantees for local economic development and social progress. This helps enhance the social reputation and influence of western universities, promoting deep integration and development between universities and society.

### 4. Strategies for Innovative Talent Cultivation Mechanisms in Western Universities under the Digital Background

#### 4.1 Establishing a Three-dimensional Talent Cultivation Model with Deep Integration between Universities and Enterprises

Establishing a three-dimensional talent cultivation model with deep integration between universities and enterprises helps realize the close integration of education and industry. Through deep cooperation with enterprises, universities can more accurately understand industry needs and market changes, integrate practical needs into talent cultivation programs, and ensure that the talents cultivated better meet the needs of industrial development. Additionally, enterprises can participate in curriculum design, practical teaching, and other aspects of universities, providing students with a closer-to-reality working environment and practical opportunities. The three-dimensional talent cultivation model helps enhance students' practical and innovative abilities. Through deep integration between universities and enterprises, students can gain early exposure to actual work environments and projects, accumulate practical experience, and enhance their practical abilities. Additionally, the innovative atmosphere and resources of enterprises can inspire students' innovative thinking, cultivate their innovative abilities, and lay a solid foundation for their future career development.

The three-dimensional talent cultivation model with deep integration between universities and enterprises helps promote resource sharing and complementary advantages between universities and enterprises. Universities possess rich educational resources and research capabilities, while
enterprises have market resources and practical experience. Through deep cooperation, both parties can share resources, support each other, achieve complementary advantages, and jointly promote talent cultivation and technological innovation. Establishing a three-dimensional talent cultivation model with deep integration between universities and enterprises helps enhance the social service capabilities and influence of universities. Through cooperation with enterprises, universities can gain a deeper understanding of social needs and provide more practical social services. Additionally, by cultivating high-quality talents that meet industry demands, universities can also provide strong talent support and intellectual guarantees for regional economic and social development, enhancing the social reputation and influence of universities.

4.2 Advancing the Digital Transformation of the Faculty Staff

Advancing the digital transformation of the faculty staff can enhance teachers' teaching abilities and professional competence. Digital technology provides teachers with a richer variety of teaching resources and tools, such as online education platforms, virtual laboratories, multimedia teaching tools, and more. By mastering and applying these digital tools, teachers can present teaching content more vividly and effectively, stimulate students' interest and enthusiasm for learning, and improve teaching effectiveness. Additionally, digital technology can help teachers understand students' learning situations and feedback in a timely manner, achieve personalized teaching, and enhance teaching quality. Advancing the digital transformation of the faculty staff promotes collaboration and communication among teachers. Traditional communication among teachers is often limited by time and geography, but the application of digital technology can break through these limitations. Through online education platforms, social media, and other channels, teachers can communicate and share teaching experience, methods, and resources with other teachers anytime and anywhere, achieving resource sharing and complementary advantages. This collaboration and communication help enhance teachers' professional competence and teaching level, promoting the overall optimization of the teaching staff.

Advancing the digital transformation of the faculty staff can enhance teachers' research capabilities and innovation levels. Digital technology provides teachers with more convenient means of data collection, analysis, and processing, enabling teachers to conduct research experiments and data analysis more efficiently. Additionally, digital technology provides teachers with broader perspectives and innovative ideas for research, inspiring their innovative spirit and creativity. This helps enhance teachers' research capabilities and innovation levels, promoting the development of university research. Advancing the digital transformation of the faculty staff helps enhance teachers' social service capabilities and influence. In the digital background, teachers can provide more convenient and efficient educational services to society through online education, remote consulting, and other means. Additionally, teachers can use digital technology to participate in the research and resolution of social issues, contributing their wisdom and efforts to society. This helps enhance teachers' social reputation and influence, promoting deep integration and development between universities and society.

4.3 Constructing a Spiral Progressive Student Competency Structure

Constructing a spiral progressive student competency structure helps systematically cultivate students' comprehensive abilities. The spiral progressive student competency structure emphasizes the hierarchical and progressive nature of student competencies, progressively enhancing students' comprehensive qualities from basic skills to advanced abilities, from knowledge acquisition to practical application. This structure ensures that students receive appropriate educational resources and training opportunities at different learning stages, forming a systematic and complete
knowledge and ability system. Constructing a spiral progressive student competency structure promotes personalized student development. In the digital background, students can flexibly arrange their learning time and content through online learning, independent study, and other means. The spiral progressive student competency structure provides personalized training paths and learning resources based on students' interests, strengths, and development needs, helping students fully realize their potential and talents.

Constructing a spiral progressive student competency structure helps enhance students' innovation abilities. The spiral progressive student competency structure focuses on cultivating students' practical abilities and innovative thinking. Through project practice, scientific research exploration, and other methods, students discover and solve problems in practice, cultivating their innovative thinking and practical abilities. This cultivation method stimulates students' creativity and exploration spirit, laying a solid foundation for future innovation activities. Constructing a spiral progressive student competency structure helps enhance students' competitiveness in the job market. With the development of digital technology, society's demand for talent is constantly changing. The spiral progressive student competency structure provides targeted training programs and practical opportunities according to students' career development needs, helping students master the skills and knowledge required for their careers, and enhancing their competitiveness in the job market.

4.4 Establishing a Diversified Digital Evaluation System

Establishing a diversified digital evaluation system helps comprehensively assess students' overall qualities and abilities. Traditional evaluation methods often focus too much on students' academic performance while neglecting their other abilities and qualities. A diversified digital evaluation system, however, can assess students' knowledge mastery, practical abilities, innovation skills, teamwork capabilities, and other aspects through various evaluation methods such as online testing, project practices, and social experiences. This approach more accurately reflects students' comprehensive qualities and potential. Constructing a diversified digital evaluation system helps achieve fairness and objectivity in assessment. The application of digital technology can eliminate subjectivity and bias in traditional evaluations, making assessments more objective and fair. Additionally, digital evaluation systems can use techniques like big data analysis to provide more precise analysis and assessment of students' learning situations and performances, thereby enhancing the accuracy and reliability of evaluations.

Establishing a diversified digital evaluation system helps stimulate students' learning enthusiasm and initiative. Such a system can provide students with more personalized and diverse evaluation methods, encouraging students to actively participate in evaluations and leverage their strengths and advantages. This approach can inspire students' interest and motivation for learning, promoting their active engagement in learning and growth. Constructing a diversified digital evaluation system contributes to improving the quality of teaching and talent development in universities. Through a diversified digital evaluation system, universities can gain a more comprehensive understanding of students' learning situations and needs, allowing them to adjust teaching plans and methods promptly to enhance teaching effectiveness and quality. Moreover, this evaluation system can provide universities with richer and more accurate teaching feedback and talent development data, offering robust data support for teaching reforms and talent development in universities.

5. Conclusion

In the digital era, high-quality talent development in western universities faces both challenges and opportunities. This study has elucidated the value of digital talent development and the
significance of modernized mechanisms, emphasizing the importance of mechanism innovation in political leadership, digital transformation, resource integration, and service optimization. Accordingly, strategies such as establishing deep integration between universities and enterprises, advancing the digital transformation of the faculty staff, constructing a spiral progressive student competency structure, and establishing a diversified digital evaluation system have been proposed. The implementation of these strategies will effectively enhance the quality of education and talent development in western universities, providing solid talent support for the economic and social development of western regions. Furthermore, these strategies adapt to the new requirements of the digital age, demonstrating the proactive transformation and continuous improvement of higher education in western regions in the modernization process.
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